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Instructional How to Sculpt and make Moulds 

Sculpture 

- Always have many reference pictures of a front view, back view, profile view and 3 quarter view or 

even a still life setting to move around to sculpt from. This way one can get a feel for every angle of 

the object being sculpted. 

- First and most important about sculpture is having an armature to support your sculpture. 

- On the armature, it is always a good idea to create a smaller, rough shape of your sculpture, some 

people use chicken wire mesh, polystyrene or even polyurethane. This also helps if you don’t want 

to use too much clay as it can make your sculpture heavy. This will help to keep the sculpture light 

and easy to move around. 

- Apply a layer of clay over the inner rough shape and begin to get a feeling of the person or object 

you are sculpting. 

- Start to focus on the outer shape, just like a drawing or painting, it always starts with an outline. 

- Once the outline or outer shape is correct then start to add in the details within the object. so if you 

are sculpting a face then get the shape of the head right and then focus on the facial features. 

- If you are sculpting from a picture, it is better to use black and white images as it emphasizes where 

the highlights and lowlights are. Well contrasted images give a lot of information about how deep 

the eyes sockets are on an image of a face or how far the nose comes forward, as an example. 

Darker shadows give information about depth and highlights give information about height.  

 

- Sculptors often use a tool called a calliper. This tool enables you to measure the exact distance 

between 2 points on a round object, whereas a ruler would measure distance on a flat surface, you 

can measure the distance between the eyes, thickness of the nose, width of the head and so on. 

- If you want to sculpt something bigger than the object you are sculpting from, there are some 

methods to scale up the size of the sculpture without losing its proportions. 

- For example; if you are sculpting a face, whether it is a 3D face or even from a picture, measure the 

distance between the top of the head and the bottom of the chin, this method will work for any 

object. For instance, if the distance is 10cm high and you want your object to be 25cm high. Divide 

the size of the bigger sculpt by the size of smaller sculpt - 25cm / 10cm = 2.5. Keep this decimal digit 

in mind. 

- Measure the width of smaller sculpt or picture and multiply the width of its head by this decimal 

digit. If the distance is 6.5cm.  

  6.5cm X 2.5 = 16.25cm, then this is the width of the big sculpture.  
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- Now do the same for the length of the nose, the distance between the middle of the nose and the 

side of the head and the distance between the point between the eyes and the top of the head. Now 

take the distance and multiply this by 2.5. Eventually you will know the position of every feature and 

the distance of every line. 

- If one exercises this method over and over, you will eventually be able to do it by eye. Practicing to 

sculpt on a daily basis will improve the skill. 

- Once everything is in place, everything needs to flow into each other. Smoothen out the sculpture 

using only hands and Vaseline, for finer lines and details, a thin paintbrush can be use.  

- Surface texture is also very important if you want to get the true feel of what you are sculpting. For 

faces, one can either use a thick painting or laminating brush to texture the surface or a stipple 

sponge can be used. 

 

Moulding process 

There are many kinds of moulds and methods for certain processes i.e. a Ceramic moulding process 

would go through a different process to a bronze making process. 

A very basic understanding of moulding and reason behind mould making is to either create a hard cast 

or replica from the original using a soft mould, such as moulding silicones and rubbers. If a soft cast is 

required, the mould will need to be hard. One can make hard casts from hard moulds and soft casts from 

soft moulds, but then release agents will need to be applied and the mould will have to consist of more 

pieces to avoid undercuts and to demould easily. Otherwise, like in ceramic design, the cast will shrink, 

but the mould will still have to consist of more than one piece, depending on complexity of the form 

being moulded. 

In this case, to make a hard cast, and soft mould needs to be made, here is a basic understanding on how 

to produce a jacket mould: 

- Once you have a finished and textured the sculpture. You can replicate this by making a mould of it 

to produce a hard cast or copy of the original shape. 

- Longer lasting silicones like Mouldmax 20 or Mouldmax 25 would be an ideal silicon to capture the 

proportion and details of the face you are moulding. Mouldmax is normally mixed in with a catalyst 

to make it harden. It is a viscous material, but will run when left upon standing. As it runs the air 

bubbles are released, otherwise a de-gasser will remove all the air bubbles.  

- This will create an exact negative shape of the face. This can be done by applying the silicon to the 

surface of the sculpt. This will pick up the details of the face. It is also important to remember to 

make sure there are no air bubbles. 

- Once the first layer is applied. The first layer becomes really thin as the majority of it runs off the 

surface. A silicon thyrotrophic is applied to the catalysed silicon to stiffen the mixture. This mixture 

will be applied as the 2nd layer and will provide support to the silicon mould as it should be applied 

thickly. The thicker the wall thickness, the stronger the mould and the easier it will be to demould 

and re-use. 

- Once the 2nd layer has been applied, pre-set silicon keys must be added over front and back of the 

surface. 

- The silicon mould needs to be divided into 2 to determine where the seamline will be. So a strip key 

can be used to divide the front of the head from the back. Pre-set silicon key strips are normally 

pinned with ball point pins into the sculpt, this holds the key strip in place. 

- Keys are one of the most important aspects of mould making. 
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- Once the silicon is applied and all the keys are in place. The silicon mould must cure for 24hours to 

harden. 

- Once the silicon has cured. Cut through the middle of the key strip but not through to the sculpt. 

 

Mould makers usually ‘flange’ using a wet clay or plasticine and create slab walls to separate the 

front from the back. This happens on top of the cured silicon and usually takes a long time. 

 

At Dragonfly Sculpting studios, we use Cellulose acetate, a film used to make X-rays. We cut along 

the key strip (this will become the seamline), but deep enough to hold the X-ray film in place. Don’t 

cut through to the sculpt.  

- Simply cut squares out of X-ray film and slot them in along the ‘seamline’ and let them overlap as 

well. It’s simply building a thin wall, dividing the front of the head from the back. 

- Once the wall has been built, apply a harder moulding material on both sides, the pre-set silicon keys 

and surface texture of the set silicon will now key into the hard moulding material. I.e. laminating 

fibreglass and resin over the silicon will support the exact proportion of the silicon and most 

importantly, the sculpt, i.e. A hard shell to support the shape of the silicon. 

- Plaster of paris can also be used as it sets quicker, if it were applied on both sides, rubber bands can 

be used to hold the mould together. If Fibreglass and resin were applied, it can be bolted together 

and will be a lot stronger and last longer too. 

- Fibreglass and resin takes 24 hours to cure. 

 

One the mould has cured, it can then be demoulded. A screwdriver can be used to separate the outer shell 

carefully and remove and X-ray wall. 

- The only thing left should be the silicon mould. You can decide how far up you want your seamline to 

be. It is best not to cut the silicon in half along the seamline, it can be kept in one piece, but only cut 

far enough to release the sculpt. The more you cut through the mould, the more it will show on your 

cast, so if you cut all the way through the key strip, the seamline will show where you have cut. 

Now to demould the sculpt. Ideally you should have 1-piece silicon mould with a 2-piece fibreglass and resin 

or 2-piece plaster of paris mould. 

- Once the sculpt has been removed, the silicon mould will collapse and distort. The silicon mould will 

then key back into the outer shell (fibreglass and resin or plaster of paris) and support the structure 

of the silicon. 

- Simply put the mould back together by keying the silicon into the shell and bolt or rubber band the 

outer together. 

- This mould is an exact negative of the original shape. 

- Once you have the mould, it will be ready for casting to produce replicas of the original prototype. 

 

Fast cast Urethane plastics, plastics, rubbers and Resins can be poured into the mould to produce the hard 

copy. Wait for it to set, depending on the product, demould again and release the first cast. 
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